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By the application of a technique developed by G. J. Butler we find infinitely
many solutions of the BVP
x q q t g x s 0 .  .È x v , x v s L x 0 , x 0 , .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç
w xwhere q : 0, v “ R is allowed to change sign, g : R “ R is superlinear and
 . 2 2g x x ) 0 for all x / 0, and L : R “ R is a continuous, positively homogeneous,
and nondegenerate map. At first we apply the main result to obtain solutions with
a prescribed large number of zeros when L is the rotation of a fixed angle l;
second, we find infinitely many subharmonic solutions of any order and, again,
solutions with a prescribed large number of zeros for the periodic problem
 .  .associated to the equation x q cx q q t g x s 0, with q and g as above andÈ Ç
c g R. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 4 G. J. Butler considered the problem of the existence of periodic
solutions of a second order differential equation of the form
x q q t g x s 0, 1.1 .  .  .È
 .where g is superlinear at infinity, g x x ) 0 for all x / 0, and q is
v-periodic and changes sign. He found infinitely many solutions as fixed
points of the Poincare map. In order to do this he considered the sets ofÂ
 .good initial conditions, that is, the set of all the initial conditions for 1.1
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such that the corresponding unique solution of the associated initial value
problem is continuable on the desired interval.
w xThis turns out to be an essential step, since in 3 T. Burton and R.
 .Grimmer proved that there are solutions of Cauchy problems for 1.1
which could not be globally continuable in the superlinear case, if q - 0
somewhere. Actually they showed that a necessary and sufficient condition
 .for the global continuability to fail when q - 0 is that
q‘ y1y1r2 y1r2either G x dx - q‘ or G x dx - q‘, .  .H H
1 y‘
 . x  .where G x [ H g s ds.0
w xIn 4 G. J. Butler assumed that both the integrals above were finite, that
is,
q‘ y1r21 q G x dx - q‘, 1.2 .  .H
y‘
and this condition allowed him to determine some topological property of
the sets of good initial conditions, although he remarked that in general
one cannot expect that they may have any particular structure.
The periodic problem for changing sign superlinearities has been at-
n w xtacked more recently in R via variational methods in 1, 2, 8, 12, 16, 18
 .see also the references contained therein . In these papers it is usually
assumed that G is superquadratic, in the sense that
< <g x ? x G bG x ; x G R .  .
  .for some b ) 2 an assumption which is more restrictive than 1.2 , since it
< < 2 g < <does not allow potentials G that behave at infinity like x log x for
.g ) 2 and moreover homogeneous or satisfying a condition like
2 n< <g x ? x y bG x F c x ; x g R , .  .
for some c ) 0 and b ) 2. Under these hypotheses at least one nontrivial
periodic solution is found; if G is assumed to be also even, it is shown that
there are infinitely many periodic solutions and a sequence of subhar-
monic solutions with orders tending to q‘. We want to remark that V. K.
w xLe and K. Schmitt also apply a variational method in 17 to find a periodic
 . x  .solution of an equation of the form x q q t e s p t , where p and q areÈ
v-periodic and where q changes sign and satisfies a suitable integral
condition.
w xVery recently in 25 S. Terracini and G. Verzini applied Nehari's
w x  .method 21 to Eq. 1.1 with either Dirichlet or periodic boundary condi-
 . 3tions and the model nonlinearity g x s x . They find solutions with a
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prescribed large number of zeros in each interval on which the coefficient
q is nonnegative.
In the first part of this paper we apply Butler's technique to find
 .infinitely many large norm oscillating solutions of the scalar equation 1.1
with Floquet-type boundary conditions; that is, we look for solutions x
which satisfy
x v , x v s L x 0 , x 0 , 1.3 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç
where L : R2 “ R2 is a continuous nondegenerate positively homoge-
neous function. Hence our result includes the periodic and the antiperi-
odic cases as well as the usual Floquet boundary value problem, which
occurs when L is given by the multiplication by a nonsingular matrix.
Such kinds of boundary value problems have been studied for instance
w x w xin 10, 11, 13, 15 . Recently J. Mawhin in 19, 20 considered again the
Floquet boundary value problem for a first order differential equation in
the complex plane, since by a suitable change of variable he was able to
transform a periodic problem into a Floquet problem which turned out to
be easier to solve via a continuation approach. The same kinds of prob-
w xlems have been considered in 24 , again through a continuation approach,
w x w xand in 23 , using the fixed point index. M. Henrard 14 also uses a
continuation theorem for a superlinear second order real ordinary differ-
ential equation of the form
x q f x s p t , x , x , 1.4 .  .  .È Ç
 .with p bounded, and a Floquet boundary condition like 1.3 , where L is
the rotation of an angle u / 0, p ; that is, his result does not cover the
periodic and the antiperiodic case. However, he is able to find at least four
different solutions with a prescribed number of zeros.
In the second part of this paper we apply our general result to the case
of the Floquet boundary condition given by a rotation matrix and we find
infinitely many solutions. Indeed we are able to prove a statement similar
to the one of M. Henrard, by a careful analysis of the rotation number of
 .  .the solutions. The main difference between Eq. 1.4 and our Eq. 1.1 ,
with a changing sign q, is that in the latter one the global continuability of
the solutions holds no more.
Moreover, we note that a simple change of variables transforms the
equation
x q cx q q t g x s 0, 1.5 .  .  .È Ç
 .with c g R, into an equation of the form 1.1 in such a way that the
 .periodic solutions of 1.5 are in one-to-one correspondence with the
 .solutions of a suitable Floquet boundary value problem for 1.1 , where the
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boundary function L is linear and depends on c and the period v of q.
w xThis situation is similar to the one in 19, 20 , although the two changes of
variables are completely different. Hence in Section 3 we find periodic
 .solutions of 1.5 with a prescribed and sufficiently large number of zeros,
even if the starting problem does not enjoy the standard hamiltonian
structure. We also show that Butler's technique allows us to prove the
 .existence of infinitely many subharmonic solutions of 1.5 of any order: in
w x6 it has been pointed out that this fact is interesting since it is often
possible to find only a sequence of orders tending to infinity for which
there are subharmonic solutions. Therefore we find a similarity between
 . w xour theorem for Eq. 1.5 and analogous results proved in 9 by the
Poincare]Birkhoff theorem for the equationÂ
x q g x s p t , .  .È
with a superlinear g and a periodic p.
2. THE MAIN RESULT
We are dealing with the boundary value problem
x q q t g x s 0 .  .È
2.1 . x v , x v s L x 0 , x 0 , .  .  .  . .  .Ç Ç
where we assume that
 q. 2 2s L : R “ R is a positively s-homogeneous continuous func-
 .tion with s ) 0 , i.e.,
L rp s r sL p ;p g R2 , ; r ) 0, .  .
and nondegenerate, in the sense that
L p / 0 ;p / 0; .
 . w xq q : 0, v “ R is continuous and with bounded variation, has
 4k  .exactly k isolated zeros t in 0, v such thati is1
0 s t - t - t - ??? - t - v ,0 1 2 k
and is allowed to be identically zero in a finite number of closed subinter-
w x  .  .vals of 0, v ; moreover it is negative on 0, t j t , t , is nonnegative1 jy1 j
 .  4on t , v , for some j g 1, . . . , k , and is monotone in some left and rightj
neighbourhood of each of its zeros;
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 .g g : R “ R is locally Lipschitz continuous, superlinear at infinity,
i.e.,
g x .
lim s q‘,
x< <x “q‘
 .and such that g x x ) 0 for all x / 0 and
q‘ y1r21 q G x dx - q‘, .H
y‘
 . x  .where G x [ H g s ds.0
 q.  .  .  .THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumptions s , q , and g , problem 2.1
admits infinitely many solutions.
 .Condition q ensures the continuability of the solutions of initial value
problems on the intervals in which q G 0. Indeed, if q ) 0, C. V. Coffman
w x  . nand D. F. Ullrich proved in 7 for the case g x s x , n odd, that every
solution is continuable provided that q has bounded variation. It is
 .possible to check that their proof still works with a g such that g x x ) 0
 . for all x / 0 and G ‘ s q‘ hence our g is suitable for the application
.of this result ; moreover they exhibited a continuous and positive function
q which fails to be of bounded variation around one single point and for
which the equation
x q q t x 3 s 0 .È
has solutions which are not continuable. For this reason, the assumption
that q has bounded variation is used only where q is positive; it is not
necessary in the intervals on which q is negative. This light smoothness
condition on q is a limit of the method; in other works, which exploit
variational techniques, continuity is usually enough.
When q G 0, it can be shown in an analogous way that all the solutions
are continuable, if we also assume that q is monotone both on the right
and on the left of its zeros. We only remark that it is not requested that
the zeros of q be simple and it is obvious to observe that q may identically
vanish on some intervals.
To prove this Theorem 2.1 we need to state some properties of the
solutions of the initial value problems
¡x q q t g x s 0 .  .È
~x a s p . 2.2 .1¢x a s p .Ç 2
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w x  . 2  .when a g 0, v and p s p , p g R . Let x a, p; ? be the unique1 2
 .solution of 2.2 and
z a, p; ? [ x a, p; ? , x a, p; ? . .  .  . .Ç
By the uniqueness of the zero solution, if p / 0, we can introduce the
 .polar coordinates for the vector z a, p; t ,
x a, p; t s z a, p; t cos u a, p; t .  .  .
2.3 . x a, p; t s z a, p; t sin u a, p; t . .  .  .Ç
Moreover, for every a, b g R let Vb be the set of all the vectors p g R2a
 .such that the solution x a, p; ? is continuable on the closed interval
spanned by a and b. We remark that for every a, b g R the set Vb isa
nonempty, since it contains at least the origin, and open by the continuous
 .dependence of the solution of 2.2 on the initial data. With this notation
the map
Vb 2 p ‹ z a, p; b .a
is the Poincare map and the angular coordinate has the property thatÂ
q t g x t x t q x 2 t .  .  .  . . Çb
u a, p; a y u a, p; b s dt ; 2.4 .  .  .H 2 2x t q x t .  .Ça
that is, the number
rot p [ u a, p; a y u a, p; b 2.5 .  .  .  .w a , b x
is independent on the choice of the particular angular function u . Finally
 .  4for every p g R let L p be the vertical line p = R. The proofs of the1 1 1
w xfollowing lemmata can be found in 4 .
w x  .  .LEMMA 2.2 4, Lemma 1 . Let q t G 0 on I s a, b , q k 0, and let us
q  .fix arbitrary M g R and n g N. Then there exist r s r M and R s
 .R M, n , with 0 - r - R, such that
 . 2 < < <  . <i for e¤ery p g R with p G r then z a, p; b G M;
 .  .  .ii if p g B O, r and p f B O, R then1 2
rot p y rot p G 2np . .  .w a , b x 2 w a , b x 1
w x  .To be precise, in 4 we find that r s r M, n , but from that proof it is
clear that r actually does not depend on n. This fact will be useful when
we count the zeros of the solutions in Section 3.
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The condition, which makes Lemma 2.2 true, is essentially the superlin-
earity of g, that is,
g x .
lim s q‘,
xx“‘
w xas one can infer looking at 15, Proof of Lemma 1 .
w x  .  . bLEMMA 2.3 4, Lemma 2 . Let q t - 0 on I s a, b ; then V is opena
 . band K = R l V is bounded and nonempty for e¤ery compact set K ; R.a
The same properties hold for Va.b
In this lemma the assumption
q‘ y1r21 q G x dx - q‘ .H
y‘
wplays the main role and this fact turns out to be very clear in 3, Proof of
xTheorem 1 .
w x  .  .LEMMA 2.4 4, Lemma 3 . Under the assumptions q and g , there is a
 .  . vcontinuous cur¤e g s g , g : a , b “ V , a - 0 - b , such that1 2 0
 .  .  .i g 0 s 0, 0 ;
 .   . .  .  .ii z 0, g s ; t s 0, s for e¤ery s g a , b ;j
 . <  . < <  . <iii lim g s s lim g s s q‘, for i s 1, 2.s“ a i s“ b i
t jy 1  .Actually g is constructed in the following way. Since V l L 0 ist j
bounded by Lemma 2.3 and V0 is contained in V t jy 1 and contains thet tj j
 4  . 0origin O, there exist a - 0 - b such that 0 = a , b ; V andt j
 .  . 00, a , 0, b g › V ; then we sett j
g s [ z t , 0, s ; 0 for s g a , b . .  .  . .j
It is now easy to check that g satisfies all the requests of Lemma 2.4.
v  .Moreover, if p g V is such that x 0, p; t s 0, then0 j
z 0, p; t s 0, y 0, p; t g V t jy 1 ; .  . .j j t j
thus there exists a constant A ) 0 such that1
vz 0, p; t F A ;p g V with x 0, p; t s 0. 2.6 . .  .j 1 0 j
In particular one has that
z 0, g s ; t F A ;s g a , b . .  . .j 1
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 .Since q is nonnegative on t , v , the mapj
p ‹ z t , p; v .j
2 is an homeomorphism of R onto itself it's a consequence of uniqueness,
continuability, and continuous dependence of the solution on the initial
.data ; therefore we can set
A [ max z t , p; v - q‘ 2.7 . .2 j
< <p FA1
and conclude that
z 0, g s ; v F A ;s g a , b . 2.8 .  .  . . 2
A final tool which is required in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is a lemma
w xthat in 4 is called the ``topological lemma'' and proved. From now on, for
 .every couple of vertical lines L and L in the plane, let S L , L denote1 2 1 2
the closed strip delimited by L and L .1 2
w x 2LEMMA 2.5 4, Lemma 4 . Let V be an open, connected subset of R
with the property that L l V is a nonempty bounded set, for each ¤ertical line
 .  4mL lying between and including two fixed ¤ertical lines L and L . Let G1 2 i is0
be a collection of continua contained in V such that for i s 1, 2, . . . , m the Gi
are mutually disjoint, and L l G / B / L l G , whereas for each i s1 0 2 0
1, 2, . . . , m at least one of L l G and L l G is empty. Then there exist1 i 2 i
 .p g G , q g › V, and a continuous cur¤e g ; V l S L , L from p to q0 1 2
which is disjoint from D m G .is1 i
In other words this lemma states the intuitive fact that if we have three
continua such that the first two intersect L and L and every curve,1 2
which connects them, must intersect also the third one, then the third
continuum intersects L and L , too.1 2
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We will carry out the proof in detail in the case
in which the coefficient q has only isolated zeros; in fact the main idea of
the proof is to play with the noncontinuability of solutions when q - 0. If
w xq ’ 0 in some interval a, b , the continuability is not affected at all and
 .either the trajectory of a solution z 0, p; ? is simply a horizontal straight
 .line along which the z run from the left to the right, if x 0, p; a ) 0, andÇ
 .  .from the right to the left, if x 0, p; a - 0, as time increases, or z 0, p; tÇ
 . w x  .s z 0, p; a for every t g a, b , if x 0, p; a s 0.Ç
 .It is clear that finding the solutions of problem 2.1 is equivalent to
finding the zeros of the map
Vv 2 p ‹ z 0, p; v y L p ; .  .0
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actually we confine our search in the connected component V of Vv0
which contains the origin and, hence, the curve g given by Lemma 2.4.
 .Without loss of generality we assume that g s “ q‘ as s “ a or as1
s “ b , so that there is a branch of the curve g of Lemma 2.4 which crosses
q  2 4  .4the right half plane H [ p g R : p G 0 _ 0, 0 . This allows us to0 1
write the function L in polar coordinates,
< <L p s L p cos q p , L p sin q p , 2.9 .  .  .  .  .  . .
with q : Hq“ R which is continuous and constant on the half lines0
starting from the origin.
w xFollowing the lines of 4 we define the functions
f p [ z 0, p; v y L p .  .  .
c p [ u 0, p; v y q p , .  .  .
 .  .and look for those p g V such that f p s 0 and c p g 2p Z. We will
actually determine a suitable continuum G contained in the set Z s p g
 . 4V : f p s 0 and there we will select some p and some i g Z such that
 .  .c p s 2 ip . G will also lie in a strip S L , L with the following1 2
requirements:
 .a the abscissas of L and L are positive in such a way that1 2
 .  .S L , L remains far away from the origin and q p is well defined there;1 2
 .b as p ranges over G, c spans a ``sufficiently wide'' interval, in the
sense that the length of that interval will be greater than a fixed integer
multiple of 2p .
 .  .Clearly Lemma 2.2 is the main tool to achieve requirement b , and a
 .  .and b together imply that there is some p g G such that c p g 2p Z.
 q.We can define by assumption s ,
m [ min L p n [ max L p , .  .
< < < <p s1 p s1
so that we have 0 - m F n - q‘ and
s s 2< < < <m p F L p F n p ;p g R . 2.10 .  .
Let us fix a positive real number A such that3
1rsA2
A ) . 2.11 .3  /m
< <If p g Z and p G A , then3
s< <z 0, p; v s L p G m p ) A , 2.12 .  .  .2
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 .so that p f g by 2.8 . Thus let us set
L [ L A . .1 3
 .Let us apply now Lemma 2.2 on I s t , v with n g N and M ) 0 toj
 .be fixed later; as a consequence we obtain two numbers 0 - r M -
 .  .  .R M, n such that i and ii of Lemma 2.2 hold. Now we are going to
choose M ) 0 and L to the right of L in such a way that:2 1
 .  .   ..1 if p g Z l L then z 0, p; t g B O, r M ;1 j
 .  .   ..2 if p g Z l L then z 0, p; t f B O, R M, n ;2 j
 .  .3 Z l S L , L contains a continuum G which intersects both L1 2 1
and L .2
Let
< <A [ sup p : p g V l L « A ) A , 4  .4 1 4 3
which is finite by Lemma 2.3. If p g L l Z, then1
s s< <z 0, p; v s L p F n p - n A . .  . 4
s  .Therefore, if we let M [ n A , by the definition of r M we have that4
z 0, p; t - r M ;p g L l Z, . .j 1
 .that is, goal 1 .
On the other hand we can define
A [ max z t , p; v - q‘ .5 j
< <  .p FR M , n
 .since q G 0 on t , v . Let us fix a positive real number A such thatj 6
1rsA5
A )6  /m
and set
L [ L A . .2 6
If p g Z l L then2
s s< <z 0, p; v s L p G m p G m A ) A .  . 6 5
 .   ..and by the definition of A this implies that z 0, p; t f B O, R M, n ,5 j
 .that is, goal 2 .
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By our assumptions we can select a closed connected and bounded arc
 .  .  .G ; g l S L , L , which intersects both L and L . By 2.10 , 2.8 , and0 1 2 1 2
 .2.11 we can estimate for every p g G0
s s< <f p F z 0, p; v y m p F A y m A - 0, .  . 2 3
that is, f is negative on G . Let us show that f is positive near the0
 .boundary of V. Since q - 0 on 0, t , by Lemma 2.2 we can define1
< <A [ sup p : p g V l S L , L - q‘ 4 .7 1 2
 .and write by 2.10
s s< <f p G z 0, p; v y n p G z 0, p; v y n A .  .  . 7
;p g V l S L , L . .1 2
 . <  . <On the other hand for every p g › V l S L , L we have z 0, q; v “1 2
w xq‘ as V 2 q “ p, since the solution is no more continuable on 0, v
when the initial value p belongs to the boundary of V; hence for every
 .p g › V l S L , L there is an open disk D , centered in p, such that1 2 p
s vz 0, q ; v ) n A ;q g D l V . . 7 p 0
Putting together the last two inequalities we have that f ) 0 on the union
of the disks D .p
The set
K [ V l S L , L _ D . . D1 2 p
 .pg› VlS L , L1 2
 .is compact and contains G and Z [ Z l K s Z l S L , L , which is0 0 1 2
also compact.
 .Suppose now by contradiction that Z does not contain any connected0
component touching both L and L ; we would like to apply Lemma 2.5 to1 2
Z : at this stage this is not possible since Z might have an infinite number0 0
w xof connected components. However, this difficulty is overcome in 4 via a
compactness argument; in fact let us consider a finite covering for Z0
made of closed balls B , l s 1, . . . , N, of radius d ) 0 and centered on Z ,l 0
and consider the compact Z [ D N B and let G , for i s 1, . . . , m, bed ls1 l i
 .the connected components of Z now m - ‘ . It is possible to choose dd
small enough in such a way that still none among the G intersects both Li 1
and L . Now we can find by the topological Lemma 2.5 a continuous curve2
 .g ; V l S L , L which connects some p g G to some p g › V lÄ 1 2 0 0 1
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 .  .S L , L and does not intersect Z and Z , a fortiori . In particular1 2 d 0
 .  .f p - 0, while f p ) 0 for every p g g l D . So we find a contradic-Ä0 p1
 .tion since there should be a point q g g such that f q s 0; that is,Ä
 .g l Z should be nonempty and goal 3 is achieved.Ä 0
Finally we are going to fix some n g N such that it is possible to find as
 .many p g G, as we want, which satisfy c p g 2p Z. We point out that c
may be rewritten in the form
c p s u 0, p; v y u 0, p; t q u 0, p; t y q p .  .  . .  .j j
s yrot z 0, p; t q u 0, p; t y q p . . .  .w t , v x j jj
Now it is easy to check that
x 0, p; t / 0 ;p g G 2.13 . .j
 .  .  .  .by 2.12 , 2.7 , and 2.6 ; then all the vectors z 0, p; t , as p ranges in G,j
lie either in Hq or in Hy[ yHq. In both cases we conclude that0 0 0
u 0, p; t y u 0, q ; t - p ;p , q g G. .  .j j
On the other hand the range of q is an interval, since Hq is connected,0
and is completely determined when p ranges in the closed and thus
. 1 1 qcompact right semicircumference S [ S l H , since q is constant onq 0
the straight half lines starting from the origin. Then there is a positive
integer N g N such that
qq p y q q F 2 Np ;p , q g H . .  . 0
Let us pick p g G l L and q g G l L and evaluate1 2
c p y c q s rot z 0, q ; t y rot z 0, p; t .  .  .  .w t , v x j w t , v x jj j
q u 0, p; t y u 0, q ; t q q q y q p .  . .  .j j
) 2np y p y 2 Np
) 2p n y N y 1 , 2.14 .  .
 .where we used ii of Lemma 2.2. Hence, if we choose n s l q N q 1, for
any fixed l g N, we can find at least l different points p i. g G, i s 1, . . . , l,
  i..such that c p g 2p Z; that is, we find l different solutions of our
 .problem 2.1 .
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3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we will call Q the 2 = 2 matrix which is associated to al
rotation of l radiants in the plane R2; that is, we set
cos l ysin lQ [ .l  /sin l cos l
 .  .  xTHEOREM 3.1. If q and g hold and l g yp , p , then there is a
natural number i g N such that for e¤ery i g N, with i ) i , there is at least0 0
  i. .one solution x [ x p , 0; ? of the following Floquet boundary ¤alue prob-i
lem
x q q t g x s 0 .  .È
3.1 . x v , x v s Q x 0 , x 0 , .  .  .  . .  .Ç Çl
  i..such that rot p s 2 ip y l. Moreo¤er we ha¤e thatw0, v x
5 5 5 5lim x q x s q‘.Ç .‘ ‘i i
i“q‘
 .  .  .We recall that rot p is defined by 2.5 and 2.4 , does not dependw a, b x
on the choice of u , and measures the angle spanned in the phase-plane by
 . w xthe solution of 2.2 as t varies in a, b .
 .  .Proof. If we set L p , p [ Q p , p , we immediately obtain the1 2 l 1 2
 .existence of infinitely many solutions of 3.1 via Theorem 2.1; but in this
case we can go deeper in the analysis of the oscillatory behaviour of those
solutions. Let us restart the proof of Theorem 2.1 from the point in which
we only have to choose n g N.
  ..We have already remarked see 2.13 that, as p ranges in G, all the
 . q yvectors z 0, p; t lie either in H or in H . In both cases, we have thatj 0 0
 . w xthe number of zeros of x 0, p; ? in 0, t is a constant i g N as p rangesj 1
in G, since G is connected i is even in the first case, odd in the second1
.one . On the other hand let
< <i s i M [ max number of zeros of x t , p; ? in t , v : p F r M , .  . .  42 2 j j
which is finite, by the uniqueness of the zero solution, and independent on
 .  .n; as a consequence of this and of goal 1 any solution x 0, p; ? , with
w xp g G l L , has at most i q i zeros in 0, v . If we define1 1 2
i q i1 2
i [ ,0 2
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then
rot p F 2 i p ;p g G l L . .w0 , v x 0 1
 .  .Let us choose the angular functions u and q from 2.3 and 2.9 in such
 . w x  . w xa way that u 0, p; 0 g ypr2, pr2 and q p g ypr2 q l, pr2 q l ,
q  .  .for every p g H ; then we have that q p s u 0, p; 0 q l and we can0
write the function c in the following way,
c p s yrot p q u 0, p; 0 y q p .  .  .  .w0 , v x
s yrot p y l .w0 , v x
 .and we have that c p G y2 i p y l for every p g G l L . Let us fix0 1
i g N such that i ) i ; our goal will be reached if we find p i. g G such0
  i..that c p s y2 ip , but if we take p g G l L and q g G l L , the1 2
 .same computation 2.14 shows that
c q - c p y 2 n y 1 p ; .  .  .
hence if n is chosen sufficiently large we are able to find p i..
About the last statement of the theorem, we remark that it is possible to
 i.  i.< <choose p in such a way that p “ q‘.
w xRemark 3.1. In 14 M. Henrard proves a similar theorem for an
equation of the form
x q f x s p t , x , x , .  .È Ç
with a bounded p, and finds at least four solutions for every i ) i .0
Actually something similar happens in our case.
 .Let us consider the arc G ; g which crosses the strip S L , L and0 1 2
 . then splits V l S L , L into two regions R and R the subscripts u1 2 u l
.and l stand for ``upper'' and ``lower'' ; the boundaries of both R and Ru l
are made by two vertical segments one included in L and the other in1
.  .L , G and a portion of › V l S L , L . Then we can apply the topologi-2 0 1 2
cal Lemma 2.5 in both R and R and find two continua G9 and G0 onu l
which f s 0. Repeating the same arguments exploited in the proof of
Theorem 3.1, we can prove that for every i ) i there are at least two0
 . w xsolutions of 3.1 such that their rotation on 0, v is exactly 2 ip y l.
There is a special case in which we are able to find easily at least four
w x  .solutions for every i ) i like in 14 : it is when q is negative on 0, t and0 1
 .   ..nonnegative on t , v that is, j s 1 in assumption q . Indeed in this1
case it is easily seen that
lim g s s q‘ and lim g s s y‘; .  .1 1
s“a s“b
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thus the curve g passes through the origin and crosses both Hq and Hy;0 0
then we can repeat the steps of Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 in two strips
 .  . lS L , L and S yL , yL to find a total amount of four continua G ,1 2 2 1
l s 1, 2, 3, 4, on which f s 0, and so at least four solutions for every
i ) i .0
w xRemark 3.2. Differently than in 14 , we are able to find solutions also
in the periodic and antiperiodic cases, i.e., l s 0 and l s p . Theorem 3.1
asserts the existence of at least two solutions with exactly 2 i zeros, when
l s 0, and 2 i y 1 zeros, when l s p .
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. If q and g hold, c g R is a fixed real number, and q
is also v-periodic, then there exists i g N such that for e¤ery natural number0
i ) i the equation0
x q cx q q t g x s 0 3.2 .  .  .È Ç
has at least two v-periodic solutions x and x with exactly 2 i zeros ini, 1 i, 2
w .0; v and such that
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5lim x q x s lim x q x s q‘.Ç Ç .  .‘ ‘ ‘ ‘i , 1 i , 1 i , 2 i , 2
i“q‘ i“q‘
Moreo¤er for e¤ery m G 2 there are infinitely many subharmonic solutions of
order m.
Proof. We carry out the proof in the case c ) 0, since the other case
can be managed in the same way.
 w x.Let us make the following change of variables we found it used in 3 ,
1
yc ts s § t [ 1 y e , .  .
c
that is,
1 1
t s t s [ log , .
c 1 y cs
and define
j s [ x t s ; .  . .
 .then straightforward computations show that x is a solution of Eq. 3.2 if
and only if j satisfies the equation
j 0 q q s g j s 0, 3.3 .  .  .
 .where the apices denote derivation with respect to s and q : y‘, 1rc “ R
is defined by
21
q s [ q t s . .  . . /1 y cs
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Of course q is no more a periodic function, but looking for periodic
 .  . w xsolutions of 3.2 , that is, for solutions of 3.2 which are defined on 0, v ,
which satisfy the boundary conditions
x v s x 0 .  . x v s x 0 .  .Ç Ç
w .and which have exactly 2 i zeros in 0, v , turns out to be equivalent to
 . w x  .finding solutions of 3.3 which are defined on 0, v , with v [ § v ,
which satisfy
j v s j 0 .  .
cv j 9 v s e j 9 0 , .  .
w .and which also have exactly 2 i zeros in 0, v .
If we define
p1 0 1L p , p [ , . cv1 2  / p /0 e 2
 .our problem is now of the form 2.1 . L and q respectively satisfy
 q.  .assumptions s and q , hence Theorem 2.1 is applicable. But we want
more precise information about the zeros of those solutions and we cannot
directly apply Theorem 3.1 since our boundary conditions are not ex-
pressed in terms of a rotation matrix. In fact, our L is a dilatation in the
vertical direction so that
p p
2y - u 0, p; 0 y q p - ;p g R , .  .
2 2
if we make for u and q the same choices we made in Theorem 3.1;
 . 2moreover p and L p belong to the same quadrant of R . Using these
facts and analogous estimates of those made in Theorem 3.1 it is easy to
find p i. g G such that
 i.2 ip F rot p - 2 i q 1 p . .w0 , v x
  i. .and so the solution j 0, p ; ? has exactly 2 i zeros.
Now the trick to finding infinitely many subharmonic solutions is stan-
dard and without loss of generality we can assume that v is the minimal
period of q otherwise such minimal period should be of the form vrl,
with l g N, and we could repeat the argument below with vrl in place of
.  .v ; we recall that a solution x of 3.2 is subharmonic if it is mv-periodic
with m g N, m ) 1, and minimal period mv. Then we apply what we
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w x  .have just proved to the interval 0, mv q is obviously mv-periodic and
with a natural number i ) i such that i and m are relatively prime0
 .numbers: then we find a mv-periodic solution x of 3.2 with exactly 2 i
w .zeros in 0, mv ; let us verify that mv is the minimal period of x, since it
could happen that x has a minimal period which is incommensurable with
w xv, as remarked in 22, pp. 10]11 . Let t be the minimal period of x. A
direct inspection shows that this implies that t is also a period of q; then
t s kv for some k g N, k F m. Now let 2 j be the number of zeros of x
w . w .in 0, kv ; if we look to 0, mkv as the union of either k intervals of
length mv or m intervals of length kv, we find 2 ik zeros of x in
w .0, mkv , in the first case, and 2 jm zeros, in the second one, that is,
2 ik s 2mj; but this implies that
m k
s ,
i j
which is not possible for k - m since m and i are relatively prime
numbers, so k s m.
EXAMPLE 3.3. A first family of equations to which our results may be
 .applied is given by 3.2 with the choices
< < ay1 b < <q t s k y cos t and g x s x x log 2 q x , .  .  .
with either a ) 1 and b g R or a G 1 and b ) 2. The existence of
  .  ..   .  ..infinitely many solutions such that x 2p , x 2p s Q x 0 , x 0 is ob-Ç Çl
x w tained for every c g R and for every k g y 1, 1 in fact the same change
of variables utilized in Theorem 3.2 can be used for a Floquet problem for
 . .3.2 to obtain a situation like the one in Theorem 3.1 .
When the periodic problem is considered, these equations, with a s 1
wand b ) 2, do not fit the variational setting exploited in 1, 2, 8, 12, 16]18,
x  .25 for both the growth at infinity of g as mentioned in the Introduction
and the presence of the term cx.Ç
w xRemark 3.4. The results in 10, 11 apply to an equation of the form
x q cx q q t g x s 0 .  .È Ç
 .only if q t F 0 for all t. In this case the existence of at least a solution is
w x  .shown and in our case it is the trivial one. In 15 the nonlinearity f t, x is
required to be a positively homogeneous function with respect to the x
w xvariable, while in 13 it is assumed that the equation can be written as a
system in the complex plane with olomorphic nonlinearity. This is never
possible in our case since the Cauchy]Riemann conditions do not hold.
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On the other hand it must be pointed out that all four of these papers are
concerned with systems in general dimension n.
w xAlso the works 20, 23, 24 provide existence results for the Floquet-type
boundary value problem associated to systems of whatever dimension n
through the construction of ``bound sets'' or ``isolating segments,'' but they
require a degree condition on a suitable averaged field. On the other hand
in our previous example it is clear that we need no assumptions on any
 .even weighted average of the function q: it is just enough that q changes
w xsign. Finally in 19 complex-valued first order equations are considered
with a nonlinearity essentially growing at infinity as a power.
 .EXAMPLE 3.5. Our results apply also to equations of the form 3.2
when the following choices are made for the weight function and the
nonlinearity,
w x w xy cos 2 t if t g 0, py
q t s .  w xycos 2 t if t g p , 2pq
< < ay1 b < <g x s 1 q cos x x x log 2 q x .  .  .
< <gy1 d < <q 1 y cos x x x log 2 q x , .  .
w x  4 w x  4where u [ max u, 0 , u [ max yu, 0 , a , g G 1, and b , d ) 2. As aq y
matter of fact we can also take a function g which is not symmetric by
choosing different exponents for x ) 0 and x - 0.
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